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Different carbon revenue use options
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Addressing DNI through the use of funds

can lower decarbonization costs

can lower transport costs

can help offset DNI
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Clarifications needed? (MEPC 80/WP.12)

a b1 b2 c d e f g h I j k
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Key questions

1) At what stages do revenues need to be factored in in the 
modelling process to either prevent or remedy DNI?

2) What split between revenue use options (e.g., R&D, 
rewards, general GHG mitigation, DNI…) can the modelling 
assume?

3) What split between countries for revenue allocation could 
be assumed (e.g., by DNI occurrence, income groups, 
development status)? Are there good practices to employ?

4) How can activities that are more difficult to quantify be 
translated into a modelling approach (e.g., capacity building)?



Thank you.

Contact
Rico Salgmann, rsalgmann@worldbank.org; Isabelle Rojon, irojon@worldbank.org
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